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ABSTRACT
The formation of detected solar radio burst type II occurred was captured using Compound
Astronomical Low Cost Frequency Spectrometer Transportable Observatory (CALLISTO) system
which gives a better resolution of a wonderful image than other countries. The phenomenon was found
on 2nd November 2014 at 09:39 [UT] in Switzerland. CALLISTO spectrometer device detects and
traces a Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) phenomenon that causes the occurrence of the solar burst
type II. As it happened, the drift rate of the solar radio burst Type II is calculated and discussed in
details. Plasma frequency (fp), Langmuir waves and type II radiation relates each other in the
establishment of this phenomenon. This paper presents a study of drift rate selected event of solar
radio burst type II based on CMEs. The drift rate at this moment was about 3.2 MHz/s which has low
drift rate thus the velocity OF THE CMEs was just about 695 km/s shown from NOAA.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In radio astronomy, solar radio emission the observations of solar bursts by low spectral
and spatial resolution instruments can provide the light curve and a crude spectrum of the
whole flares and Coronal Mass Ejections which may consist of many distinct sources with
different characteristics [1]. Sun contains of ionized gases such as 92.1% of hydrogen gas and
7.8% of helium gas mixed up and held together by its own gravity [2]. The different parts of
the sun structure rotate at different rates since it does not have a rigid surface. Sun can be
divided into 6 parts of its structure which contains (i) core, (ii) radiation zone, (iii) convection
zone, (iv) photosphere, (v) chromospheres and (iv) corona [3]. Figure 1 shows the main
structure of the Sun.
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Figure 1. Sun Structures.

Sun’s core has immense pressure and its temperature is about 15 million degrees
Celsius which enough for thermonuclear fusion to occur[4]. The reaction will produce energy
in the core that powers the sun and produce essential heat and light to the Earth [5]. This
energy will be carried by the radiation outward to the radiative zone and proceed to
convective zone where large bubbles of hot plasma move upwards and the temperature drops
below 2 million degrees Celsius by taking about 170 000 years for energy to travelled from
the core to the convective zone. Photosphere region (5,500 degrees Celsius) is where the
radiation escapes outward and the sunspots phenomenon occurs. The numbers of sunspot
fluctuate every 11 years and as part of sun’s magnetic activity cycle [6].
2. CORONAL MASS EJECTIONS AND DRIFT RATE OF TYPE II SOLAR BURST
The cycles also connected with bright solar flares and Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs)
that blast off the Sun [7]. Light from the orange red layer of chromosphere and corona layer
lie on photosphere usually too weak to be seen against the brighter photosphere. The
temperature increases with high altitude above the photosphere reaching two million degrees
Celsius. However, the source of coronal heating has been a scientific mystery since more than
50 years ago. Shocks generated by CMEs can be inferred from type II radio bursts in the
corona and in the IP medium which are termed as metric and interplanetary type II bursts,
respectively [8]. Coronal Mass Ejection or called as CME is one of the event that causes of
solar burst and being classified as Type II [9]. It is an observable change in coronal structure
that occurs on a time scale either in a few minutes or several hours. It can be classified as a
massive burst of solar wind and magnetic fields rising above the solar corona that can trigger
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major disturbances in Earth’s magnetosphere [10]. The speed of CMEs may not be much
higher than 3000 km/s, consistent with the free energy available in active regions [11]. CMEs
causes a huge plasma clouds produced by plasma emission mechanism to leave the Sun which
means it ejects large scale density waves converted into escaping radio waves out into space
and after a few hours or days, it may enters the Earth and cause geomagnetic storm [12].
Theoretically, time variability in the emission may due to the changes in the electron density
[13]. Basically, solar radio burst was used to determine solar activity and level or radiation
that received from the Sun [14]. Type II is slow drift from high to low frequency in dynamic
radio spectra burst where it is more comparative rare and the rate of occurrence also small.
The occurrence of this event is rare. However, the frequency emission may drift over
hundreds of megacycles per second. Normally, the burst begins suddenly with fundamental
and second harmonic beginning almost simultaneously [15]. Figure 2 shows the event
detected by CALLISTO spectrometer at low frequency. For us to know, the frequency drift
rate of solar burst is a power law in the frequency of emission. Drift rate (df/dt) is a
displacement of the peak in frequency per unit time. The absolute value of rate decreases with
decreasing in frequency. It is determined by taking the start time to end time and start
frequency to the end frequency of the solar burst Type II seen in Figure I. Drift rate of the
solar radio burst type II was defined as (equation 1):

(1)
Where fe is frequency of end time, fs is frequency of start time, te is end time, ts start time.
This power law was also valid when observations from different spectral domains
[metric (m), decameter-hectometric (DH), and kilometric (km) wavelengths] are combined for
the same events or for different events. Similarly, the power law was maintained when
observations from different instruments and different epochs are combined. This universal
nature of the power law suggests that the same shock should be involved in producing radio
bursts at various spectral domains. The energy distribution for type II is within range of
1.506×10-6 eV to 6.906×10-6 eV. Dynamic spectra of solar radio burst type II discovered as
slowly drifting bands, often in pairs differing in frequency by a factor  2. They were quickly
interpreted in terms of coronal shock wave accelerating electrons, driving Langmuir waves
near the electron plasma frequency fp and 2 fp. This type II bursts was definitely incorporates
with Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs), travelling shock waves, reflected electron, Langmuir
waves and radiation approaches fp and 2 fp. Inner corona of Sun presents an evolution of the
CMEs. It undergoes a rapid acceleration in the beginning, after it starts from static as it erupts
and reaches a maximum acceleration within the inner corona before being controlled by the
aerodynamic drag. Langmuir waves starts from a disturbance (plasma) in the form of a
longitudinal (electrostatic wave) that propagates in the plasma due to variations in the
plasma's electron density. Specifically, Langmuir waves are collective oscillations of
inhomogeneous bunches of electrons displaced from their natural equilibrium, in which the
inertia of the relatively massive ions serves to establish an electrostatic restoring force that
tries to bring the electrons back to their equilibrium positions.
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3. METHODOLOGIES
CALLISTO spectrometer is a programmable receiver built to observe or detect solar
radio burst that occur at each time and particular location [16]. The main applications of
CALLISTO programme are observation of solar radio bursts and Radio Frequency
Interference (RFI)-monitoring for astronomical science, education and others [17]. The
instrument operates between 45 to 870 MHz using a modern, commercially available
broadband cable-TV tuner having a frequency resolution of 62.5 KHz. Based on the data,
Type II burst occurred within ten minutes [18]. The data are transferred via a cable to a
computer and saved locally. Time resolution is 0.25 sec at 200 channels per spectrum (800
pixels per second) [19]. The overall dynamic range is larger than 50 dB. Many CALLISTO
instruments have already been deployed in India, Switzerland, United Kingdom, Russia,
South Africa, Australia, Malaysia, Indonesia and many more [20]. Callisto in addition is
constructed to do radio-monitoring within its frequency range .
The solar radio emission as observed from ground-based telescopes at meter and
decimeter wavelengths poses still has many challenges and potential treasures after many
decades of study [21,22].When examining the result or data using the Callisto spectrometer
device, there are two types of Type II burst pattern which is (i) harmonic structure and (ii)
herring-bone structure (doubling both fundamental bands results in thick band). Appearance
of Herring-born structure leads in which slow drifting band of Type II burst appears to be a
source from which rapidly drifting elements diverge towards lower and higher frequency.
Since the local plasma frequency decreases with radial distance away from the Sun, the
plasma frequency in the radio-emitting region of the shock decreases with time [23]. So, the
emission of the shock drifts to lower frequencies with time at the local plasma frequency.
Thus, if the density variation in the source path was known, the frequency drift rate of type II
solar radio burst can be converted into the speed of the radio source.

4. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
The CMEs speed needs to exceed the characteristic speed before it can produces a
shock, and the combination of CME acceleration and the rapid change in the fast mode speed
produces possibilities for shock formation and decay. The drift rate frequency of type II bursts
in the solar radio dynamic spectra are related to the speed of the shock that produces the
bursts and the density gradient in the ambient medium. By using equation 1, drift rate
calculated was -3.2 MHz/s. The starting time taken was at 9:42UT with frequency of 80 MHz
to end time 9:52 UT with frequency of 48 MHz
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Figure 2. Solar burst Type II (Herring-bone structure) detected in Switzerland on 2nd November 2014
at 9:42 (UT).

Figure 3. Large Angle and Spectrometric Coronagraph (LASCO) detection of CMEs.
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Based on Figure 2, the upper pattern is harmonic pattern (fundamental pattern) while the
bottom one is Herring-bone pattern. This paper only discussed on Herring-bone pattern. The
‘Herringbones’ are rapidly drifting emission stripes resembling type II radio burst and seem to
be started at the ‘backbones’. It generates the Type II burst which is interpreted as the radio
signature of electrons accelerated shock wave. During this event, this explosion, the solar
plasma is heated to tens of millions degrees, protons and electrons, with nuclei accelerated to
near the speed of light. The superheated electrons from CMEs move along the magnetic field
lines faster than solar wind can flow. They will be accelerated by CMEs driven shock at very
great energies throughout the interplanetary (IP) medium. Based on Figure 3, the explosion
was observed by LASCO coronagraph. The structure of exploitation and their instability
condition is not easy to be understood. However, there is an indication of fast pulsations with
a period of sub-second time that contributes to this event.
The CME height is to be the same as the shock height and the type II burst height. This
is strictly not true because the shock is expected to be located ahead of the CME and the type
II burst is located at the shock front. The frequency drift rate of the burst is related to the
shock’s velocity. The slow drift rate determines the lifespan for the particular solar radio burst
type II. With a slow drift rate of 3.2 MHz/s, it has only short lifespan. The exciter of the type
II burst is a shock wave (independent of any shock which may or may not have been
associated with the earlier transient mass motion itself) which is generated at the site of and
simultaneous with the impulsive phase of flare. Fast and wide CMEs do not drive shocs or
they drive weak shocks that do not produce detectable radio emission. The X-ray region
observation has a lot of advantages in the sense of observing the solar activity. This short
wavelength can provide a starting point of the eruption. Then, it can show the major
percentage of energy of the explosions. The CMEs characteristics in x-ray regions can
provide a finding at early stage of the phenomenon as it has a short wavelength in the
electromagnetic spectrum.

Figure 4. X-ray region of Space Weather Alert and Warning Timeline from National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
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Based on Figure 4, there was an alert alarming on 2nd November 2014 where shows that
there was something obstruction happened in space. Details from National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) were starts with Space Weather Message Code:
ALTTP2, Serial Number: 973 which issued at 2014 Nov 02 1019 UTC. Then, more details
includes were ALERT: Type II Radio Emission which begin on 2014 Nov 02 0941 UTC with
estimated velocity of 695 km/s. With this detail, solar radio burst Type II emissions occur in
association with eruptions on the sun and typically indicate a coronal mass ejection is
associated with a flare event. Without the benefit of hard X-ray or gamma-ray observations,
we were not able to make an assessment of the role of energetic particles in the event. The
core events were distinguished with the same time but different place taken by CALLISTO
spectrometer in India (Figure 5a) and United Kingdom (Figure 5b).

Figure 5. (a) Result taken in India (b) Result obtained in Glasgow.

The solar burst type II taken in India appears the fundamental structure pattern while in
Glasgow, United Kingdom, harmonic pattern appeared. Both occurred due to Coronal Mass
Ejections (CMEs).
5. CONCLUSION
Solar radio burst type II due to Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) was detected on 2nd
November 2014 in Switzerland by CALLISTO spectrometer as detectable device. The drift
rate at this moment was about 3.2 MHz/s which has low drift rate thus the velocity OF THE
CMEs was just about 695 km/s shown from NOAA. With a low drift rate will leads to low
velocity of the event to occur.
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